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ABSTRACT 

Software testing process is very important phase 

during development of software life cycle. In software 

testing, cost and improve efficiency is popular 

parameters for testing process. This paper is applied 

testing process by using novel optimization method 

based on combined between greedy and monkey 

algorithms (MA). The fitness function based on 

Markov decision model to simplify by a reduction 

testing states. Basic monkey algorithm was improved 

by using excellent solution of the greedy algorithm.  

     The optimal solution was obtained from MA. 

Simulation results show that solution to enhanced test 

method. The purposed algorithm is improved testing 

method give shortest time and optimum cost of testing 

software. Structures of paper are as follows. Section 1 

including introduction, Section 2 literature reviews for 

the previous works, Section 3include software testing 

model, section 4 represents proposed greedy algorithm 

solution. Section 5 proposed monkey algorithm for 

case selection, section 6 describes applied and 

analysis use case testing for algorithm, finally section 

7concludes the paper. 

Keywords: greedy algorithm, markov's decision, 

monkey algorithm, software testing. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Software testing is process of examining, analyzing 

software tools, and related documentation to identify 

to improve product quality. The main goal of testing is 

evaluated quality of an application, to improve 

software, reliable, detect software failures and defects 

may be discovered and corrected [1]. 

Modern software is being applied indifferent fields 

such as space, nuclear power….etc.  This has become 

an urgent need for software quality issues and more 

important energy comprehensive attention. As one of  

important means to ensure software quality,  testing 

process plays an important role in the program life 

cycle [2].In software testing, there is a principle that 

universal testing is impossible based on  effective test 

of  system under test. Best test experimental groups 

reduce  cost of testing programs [3]. The main idea is 

improve  software by looking for an execution 

sequence of a better test case which effect to software 

[4]. Practice results show that using a good test for 

execution sequences, it can greatly reduce cost of 

software testing [5-7]. 

In  research [8], deal  with  selection  strategy of   

test  cases from perspective of control, treated 

software test as a control problem, regarded software 

under test as control object and selected   test case as 

the corresponding controller.  It   tested abstracted 

into a Markov decision process, and used dynamic 

programming method to optimize software test. The 

dynamic programming method can get exact solution, 

but as software scale increases, the heuristic algorithm 

is needed to get   optimal solution or asymptotic 

optimal solution. In smaller software, dynamic 

programming methods can get accurate solutions, but 

the software scale increases, heuristic algorithms are 

needed to get the optimal solution or the most 

asymptotic problem. One of solution used monkey 

algorithm (MA)optimization algorithm which based 

on behavior of monkeys when searching for source of 

food and formatting [9]. 

Monkey algorithm (MA) is used for software test case 

depend on the simulation of mountain-climbing 

processes of monkeys. It consists of three processes: 

climb process, watch-jump process, and somersault 

process [10]. It can effectively reduce the test cost, but 

this method also has large scale search are easy to fall 

into local optimum[11]. For a larger scale software 

system, its demand will be very large and 
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corresponding to demand many of test cases is even 

greater. In this case, use of the basic monkey 

algorithm reduced search efficiency.  For this reason 

used greedy algorithm to choose the best test case 

currently   to reduce the cost of testing a large unit 

[12]. 

In this paper the idea of Monkey and greedy 

algorithm[13,14] was used in software testing called 

“improved monkey algorithm IMA”. To test software, 

first select necessary test cases from set of test case, 

and then remove the requirements covered by total 

demand, and this will not cover the remaining 

redundancy tests for aggregate demand to remove with 

the receipts, reducing size of   test case set. To 

reduce test case set a greedy algorithm can be used to 

obtain a solution, and added the result to monkey’s 

search algorithm of all nodes to the solution, so that 

monkey algorithm can find obtained optimal solution. 

 

 

2. LITRATURE REVIEW 

There is several research approaches that have been 

proposed which attempted to Software testing there are 

some of them: 

In 2011, Wang Jun and other researchers suggested  

style for  test case priority using genetic algorithm, 

the researcher  was depended to  regression-based 

testing was enhanced  in the manner  that faults can 

be detected  more quickly,  that lead to increase the 

Software Reliability [15].In same year AdiSrikanth and 

others proposed honey bee optimization to reduce the 

software test in case study layer in software approch. 

Although the given good result but it have long time to 

test [2]. In 2012 Tajinder Singh and Mandeep Kaur 

Sandhu proposed many techniques are used in the 

software testing environment  using   hybrid  

technical algorithm that combine bee colony 

optimization with  genetic  algorithm  , the paper 

describes the framework of software under test (SUT).  

The result of testing which is efficient take less time as 

compare to the existing GA[16]. In 2015, L.S. de 

Souza, et al. [17] presented two algorithms, First one 

was Multi-Objective particle swarm optimization 

MOPSO and other was Crowd in Distance-Roulette 

Wheel in field of  Genetic algorithm, the two 

algorithms  combined with the Harmony Search that 

was utilized  in GA the  selection of test cases. The 

goal of test case selection was to search the pertinent 

test case subset based on the condition of 

implementing test tolerability. The method showed 

better performance that MOPOS is best for test case   

because the execution cost of the method was low. An 

investigation of hybrid strategies was performed on a 

smaller number of programs only. 

In 2016 Kumar, et al.  proposed also bee colony 

optimization to test data generation in some 

performance evaluation such as Condition type and 

weights the test is apply to some standard program, the 

researchers were  reached to that there algorithm is 

best from other methods[18]. 

In 2017, M. Khari, et al. [19] introduced enhancement 

of tools with significant components for software 

lifecycle. The two components of software testing were 

test suite optimization as well as generation. The 

proposed method was able to supply a set of least test 

cases with maximum path coverage. The automated 

fault detection was performed by generating optimal 

test suite. The automated testing model included bee 

colony optimization (BCO) and Common Scrambling   

algorithm both separately, and then the hybrid  two 

algorithms for given better results in every aspect and 

the algorithm can use large amounts of input data. 

In 2019,  L. Pavithra  and S. Sandhya were  

introduced paper deal with  Survey on Software 

Testing , the  paper also test  different levels of  

software testing . They describe a comprehensive 

account of all parameters and nomenclature that are 

belong to software testing[20]. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH 

The proposed software testing  system is designed 

and implemented based on monkey’s search and 

greedy algorithms, the system  are finalize  

application software in  user requirements which  

explained   in detail  in following steps. 

  

3.1     Software Markov Decision Model 

In order to describe proposed system for software 

testing, it used (KDD) dataset cup contain 41 

procedure include basic features of individual TCP 

connections [21]. The testing process applied a 

Markov's decision model which define tuple 

M(S,A,N,Q).After each test case is executed, it will 

cover some software requirements. The number of 

software requirements has been covered as the state of 

decision time t .Each test moment is selected to 

execute a test case. The state of each decision time 

depends on the previous decision. The state of the 

moment and the selected test case, so that the entire 

software testing process constitutes a Markov decision, 
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as shown in figure(1). 

 

S:finite state  A: action   N :finite set of action    

Q:Reward function 

 

Fig 1: Markov decision process 

 

For some characteristics of software testing, make test 

software such as some assumptions: 

1. Use Rtto represent  number of software 

requirements that have been covered at time t 

quantity, the total demand of  system under test is n, 

the initial time R0 = 0; 

2. The number of times for software requires  

covered at each decision timet (t = 0, 1, 2…)  is taken 

as state St of  system at time t, ieSt = Rt 

3. Only one test case should be selected at each 

decision time. The number of requirements that  test 

case ai can cover at time t is Rai|St; 

4. After test case is executed, the corresponding  

requirement of test case is considered to be over 

written. If the system state at time t −1;  St−1 = Rt−1, 

then  system state St=Rt= Rt−1 + Rai | St. at time t. 

5. The target state at  end of  test is St = Rt =  n; 

6. The cost of executing test case ai at time t is     

Wt = cost(ai ); 

7. If τis used to indicate  time, it take for   

system state to reach  target state, see equation 1 

Where: ω represents order in which test cases are 

executed; Eω means cost required for ω is expected 

execution order; Jω means tested   expected value of 

total cost is generated in the process. 

 

3.2    Software Test Parameter 

Construction 

The initial parameters of software testing are 

A={a1,a2,a3,…..,am}, to represent  set of test case , 

then R = {r1,r2,r3….,rn}represent  set of collection 

requirements [12]. The relationship between test 

requirement set and test case set is represented by X. 

The matrix has m rows and n columns representing m 

test cases and n requirements, the element values of 

the matrix are: 

 

Each row of relation matrix corresponds to a 

non-negative cost cost(ai), which represents the labor 

time and other  cost of each test case execution . The 

goal of testis selected one test case sequence that will 

cover requirement set R with lowest cost. Following 

definitions represent test cases: 

Definition 1:(Essential test case),for test case aj, If 

and only if test case aj coverage 

requirement ri in alternative use 

case set A, then aj is an essential 

test case. 

Definition 2 :(Redundant test case) ,for  redundant 

test case aj , if and only if the 

demand set R does not contain the 

requirement covered by test case  

aj [21]. 

According to the relationship matrix X of the test 

requirement set and  test case set, select the essential 

test case set Abi = {a1, a2 ,…., ap} from  test case set A, 

where 0 ≤ p ≤ m, and from The test case set is 

removed. The k requirements covered by  test set  A 

in the requirement set R are removed from R to obtain 

a new demand set R'. Then, according to new 

requirement set R', the redundant test case set Arong = 

{t1, t2,……,tq} is found from  test case set A, where 0 

≤ q ≤ m, and 0 ≤ p + q ≤ m, and remove it from  test 

case set. Finally, a reduced scale test case set A' is 

obtained. 

Definition3:(Unit cost), requirement coverage for test 
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cases CRaj|St. Demand coverage is 

number of requirements covered 

by test cases and ratio of total 

demand can be expressed as in 

Equation 2: 

 

During  testing process, as  testing continues, as  

requirements are constantly changing, the number of 

requirements covered by each test case is also 

changing, resulting in a unit cost requirement coverage 

rate CRaj|St also with  test and constantly changing. 

Therefore, after each test case is executed, according 

to test results, the unit cost requirement coverage rate 

CRaj|St of each test case is calculated in real time online. 

 

4.  GREEDY ALGORITHM SOLUTION 

The basic idea to use a greedy algorithm in proposed 

work is to choose  best current test case for each 

choice, where  best test case currently uses  test case 

with a large unit of cost coverage [11], see Equation 3: 

 

 

 

 

The steps of  search process in  framework of 

greedy search are[11]: 

1. Select test cases with large unit cost coverage from  

test case set, 

2. Update the relevant parameters during software 

testing process, 

3. Repeat 1  and 2 until  demand’s set is fully 

covered. 

The specific algorithm is as follows: 

- Compute(CRa j/ St)// Calculate  unit cost 

requirement coverage of each test case under state St.// 

- Input: t −1 time coverage requirement for all 

test cases (Raj | St -1) and unit cost requirement coverage 

rate (CRaj | St-1). 

- Output: ttime unit cost requirements for all test 

cases Cover rate CRa j | St . 

Begin 

Update( RSt)//Update  total number of requests,  

upcoming test// 

The requirements covered by  trial case At−1 are 

removed from the total demand 

 

  {  

 

 

                } 

 

For j = 1 to l//The test case At−1 that will be 

executed// 

The covered requirements are moved from  

remaining test cases that have not been executed. 

Divide and calculate the unit cost requirement 

coverage: 

 

5.    MONKEY ALGORITHM (MA) 

FOR CASE SELECTION 

The basic idea of applying monkey algorithm in case 

selection is covered optimal transition to solve   

problem through construct climbing on tree or 

mountain to search for food either individually or in 

groups. MA consists of three processes: climb process, 

watch-jump process, and somersault process. 

- Climb process used to search for local optimal 

solutions.  

- Watch-jump process used to look for other points, 

whose objective values exceed current solutions so as 

to accelerate the monkeys' search courses. 

- Somersault process to make monkeys turn up to new 

search domains rapidly. 

After applied MA[22], uses values on directed path to 

represent possible solution, and converts objective 

function value of problem to values on construction 

path. The problem is transformed into solving optimal 

values problem on construction diagram [23]. Usually 

monkey algorithm includes  in the following steps: 

1. The feasible created by look for  on solution 

space parameterized probability distribution model; 

2. Updating the parameterized probability model by 

using solution generated by search, updating 

probability distribution parameter of  solution space, 

so that  search on  new model can be focus in  

high-quality solution. 

3. If the algorithm reaches stop condition, stop and 
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save optimal solution; if not, go to (1). 

Although monkey algorithm has many advantages, the 

Initialization of population will have great effect on 

precision, which leads to monkey’s randomness in 

process of starting search process. The climb process 

is a step-by-step procedure to change positions of 

monkey from initial positions which   lead the 

algorithm search is low and search takes a long time.  

For these reasons, greedy algorithm is used to solve 

the problem and enhance test case with large coverage 

and low cost. 

- The initial parameters increase probability of 

being selected is(to N=5 , alteration=500,position 

of each monkey= xi for i=1,2 ….N, Perturbation 

rate=0.1( 

- Establishing the search on a better basis, thereby 

reducing time spent searching. 

- Set the number of monkey  

For each monkeys groups: monkey= 1, 2... N, 

number of test cases. 

- The scaled test case set A' is m− p − q, which is 

implemented in greedy algorithm in section 3.  

- The number of test cases is o, and initial values 

τ0 (St, ai ) = h corresponding to  test case node is 

selected in the greedy algorithm. 

- The initial value corresponding untested test case 

node in the greedy algorithm is stillτ0(St,aj) = 1.  

- Where his coefficient is enhanced by  selected 

test case node.  

- If his too large, it is easy for algorithm to fall into 

    local optimization of  greedy algorithm; 

- If h is too small, the effect of initial information 

enhancement is not obvious. After many attempts, 

chose h=1.2. 

To improve monkey algorithm is by enhancement   

currently found optimal values. In the kth iteration, 

after all monkeys complete a traversal, the test costs of 

all monkeys are sorted, and  pr monkeys are released 

before   test cost is small. The monkeys 

Mj(i=1,2,…..N) released by different states St and its 

corresponding selection test case ajis, see Equation 4 . 

Where: Q is a constant given in advance. The rest of 

monkeys do not release and each iteration produces, 

see equation 5. 

The monkey values update rules after each iteration, in 

climb process states [24]: 

After the climb process, each monkey arrives at its 

own mountaintop. And then it will take a look and 

determine whether there are other points around it 

being higher than   current one. If yes, it will jump 

there from  current position. The positive parameter 

bas  eyesight of the monkey which indicates to  

maximal distance that the monkey can watch better. 

The probability pi may be calculated, see equation 6: 

 

 

 

 

 

to obtain M solutions , where M is initial population  

for  number of  monkeys or agents. Each ones of 

these monkeys has a position is given by vector x. In 

order to place a monkey is necessary to define possible 

initial positions, which can be an analogy of a jungle; 

this jungle represents software test cost. Monkey 

positions are generated at random verifying that 

monkey position is feasible; if not, a new set of 

positions will be generated until a feasible position is 

produced. The pseudo-code of MO algorithm is shown 

in figure (2): 
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Fig 2: Pseudo code for MA 

 

6.    EXPERIMENTS RESULTS 

To test the efficiency of proposed work for software 

test case we used a 18 test requirements named R, 

where R= {r1 , r2 , …., r18},and select 26 test cases 

from  use case library to form a test case set A = {a1 , 

a2 , …., a26},The Rcan represent either all of   

program’s test case requirements or those 

requirements related to program modifications[25]. A 

representative set of test cases that satisfy, theR must 

contain at least one test case from each Ti.The 

requirements covered by each test case are as follows, 

see Table 1: 

 

Table 1. Test cases cover demand situation 

 

No. Test 

case 

Covered 

demand 

Cost No. Test 

case 

Covered 

demand 

Cost 

1 t1 r3 2.38 14 t14 r7 2.11 

2 t2 r8 1.73 15 t15 r10,r13 2.05 

3 t3 r18 2.75 16 t16 r4,r6 2.91 

4 t4 r2 2.50 17 t17 r9 2.03 

5 t5 r4 2.04 18 t18 r10 2.73 

6 t6 r6, r14 1.76 19 t19 r4 2.12 

7 t7 r7,r17 1.78 20 t20 r1,r11 1.58 

8 t8 r8 1.06 21 t21 r13 2.98 

9 t9 r2 2.7 22 t22 r2,r6 1.o5 

10 t10 r2,r8 2.61 23 t23 r5,r15 2.92 

11 t11 r4 2.39 24 t24 r14,r18 2.48 

12 t12 r9 1.4 25 t25 r17 1.03 

13 t13 r9,r12 1.86 26 t26 r2,r12 1.87 

From Table 1, it can see basic monkey algorithm is 

used to solve problem. 10 simulations operations are 

performed. The simulation results are shown in figure 

(3). It is seen from simulation results that optimal 

solution obtained by basic monkey algorithm is 

different for each simulation, indicating larger sample 

size makes MO algorithm easily fall into local optimal 

solution during optimization process. 

Fig 3: Basic Monkey algorithm results 

 

Then use test case reduction method discussed to find 

essential test cases Abi = {a1, a13, a20, a23, a26}, and 

after updating essential test cases, update  total 

requirements and test case coverage. Requirements, 

find redundant test cases Arong = {a4, a9, a12, a17}, and 

reduce test case set. The reduced test case set scale is 

reduced from 26×18 to 17×11 

After  a greedy algorithm is performed on  reduced 

test case set and obtain a better test case sequence  in 

test set {a8, a6, a15, a7, a5, a24} from  necessary   

total cost .The price is J = 21.78. Although the solution 

obtained by   greedy algorithm is same every time, 

compared with solution obtained by the basic monkey 

algorithm, it can be found   solution obtained by 

greedy algorithm is not optimal. 

To perform improved monkey algorithm (IMO). The 

initial parameters of six test cases selected by greedy 

algorithm are added to monkey algorithm by   

theoretical description of test method above. On this 

basis, optimal test set obtained by monkey algorithm 

is {a16, a7, a15, a8, a24}, plus necessary test. The 

simulation results show the improved monkey 

algorithm can gave  good local optimum, and shorten 

search time as shown in figure ( 4). 
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Fig 4. Algorithm search time 

 

As in figure (4), that seen search time for requirement 

observe rate of search time in improved monkey 

algorithm (IMO) is about 1/3 of  basic monkey 

algorithm (MA). The improved monkey algorithm 

indicates that not only has a good search effect, but 

also can greatly reduce search time and improve the 

algorithm effectiveness. 

7.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper proposed techniques  applied  optimize 

test case sequence  through  comparison of basic 

monkey algorithm (MO) and heuristic algorithm 

combined monkey and greedy algorithm   called 

"Improved Monkey algorithm (IMO)",it used KDD 

data  has set with 41 attributes is used in this 

empirical study. Although for monkey algorithm has 

optimal solution but the initial time is random and 

spends long time that leads to combine greedy 

algorithm to select best current test case for each 

choice that lead to reduce initial time. Improve 

monkey search verifies effectiveness of method 

through simulation analysis. The simulation results 

show proposed method is more efficient than basic 

monkey algorithm. IMO can reduce test cost of 

regression testing and improve efficiency of software 

with optimized test suite. In addition to, in the future  

we plain to work depends on  automation testing 

used to re-run  test scenarios used emperor penguin 

algorithm that were performed quickly and repeatedly. 
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